Intermediality and/in Film

Open seminar:

September 18, 2014, 14-18, room 300, Humanistvillan, Frescativägen 24E, Stockholm University

Jeff Thoss (Freie Universität Berlin):
Moving Pictures into Words: On the Ekphrastic (Re-)Presentation of Film in Poetry

Ágnes Pethő ( Sapienta Univ. of Transylvania, Cluj):
'Becoming and Image' - Theorizing the Tableau Vivant in Contemporary Cinema

The Department of Literature and History of Ideas in Stockholm is happy to announce this open seminar discussing intermedial questions related to film. Our two distinguished speakers have specialized in the intricate interrelations between literature, cinema and intermedial studies and present results of their recent research. There will be plenty of time for questions and debate and students, scholars and teachers interested in questions concerning intermediality, literature and cinema are welcome!

Open for all!

This seminar is arranged by Seminarium Medium and the Department of Literature and History of Ideas and sponsored by Stiftelsen Olle Engkvist Byggmästare, Sven och Dagmar Saléns Stiftelse och Anders Karitz Stiftelse.

For further information, please do not hesitate to contact: christer.johansson@littvet.su.se